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From an already strong base, this is a school that feels 
on the up and for a prep, it takes an impressively 
long-term look, preparing children not just for their 
next school but for life. All this in a happy, positive – 
not to mention immaculate – environment.

Headmistress
Since January 2018, Shelley Lance, previously Deputy 
Head. Theology degree from King’s College London; 
began her teaching career at Alleyn’s, then taught at 
Whitgift, where she was Head of Lower School and 
responsible for the school’s pastoral care provision.  She 
joined Feltonfleet in 2010.

A self-confessed ‘reluctant head’ - ‘I love the frontline 
coalface interaction, which can very easily be squeezed 
out when you’re leading a school,’ she explains.  So she 
teaches RS and Mindfulness, as well as sitting in on other 
classes, including in Pre-Prep, and doing gate duty every 
morning. >>

Charismatic, grounded, gutsy and highly articulate, she has 
certainly not shied away from making changes, including 
a major rebrand, replacing compartmentalised learning 
with a more thematic approach and moving away from 
Common Entrance towards ‘the equally rigorous model’ of 
the Prep School Baccalaureate. Plus – and this is the real 
biggie – a major expansion of Pre-Prep. Parents call her a 
‘natural leader’, ‘responsive’, ‘phenomenal’ and ‘everything 
you could want in a head’, while pupils say she’s ‘fun’ and 
‘very involved’. 

Entrance
Largely non-selective, the Pre-Prep works on a first-come-
first-served entry basis which means, says the school, 
that ‘broad range of ability inevitably comes through.’  A 
phased Pre-Prep expansion from 86 to 160 places will 
make competition less of an extreme sport than it was, 
although parents are well advised to bag one of the places 
by registering at birth. >> Occasional places also crop up, 
including in Year 7 following a few post 11+ departures 
at end of Year 6.

Exit
Epsom currently most popular followed by St John’s and 
Wellington.  Other destinations include Eton, Harrow, 
Brighton, Charterhouse, King’s College, Hampton, 
Cranleigh and Reed’s.  Good guidance on future schools, 
and school has right connections, reckon parents; 
scholarships across the board for Art, Drama, DT, Music, 
Sport and Academic usually in the early 20s.

Our view
The swish, modern and airy reception area makes for a 
grand entrance. We could almost have imagined ourselves 
in an upmarket corporate establishment until we spotted a 
pile of pencil cases on the floor and a procession of boys 
and girls in their smart blue blazers. On the left is a stunning 
performing arts centre and dance studio (a joy to see the 
little ones tap dancing); on the right, the vast glass walls 
frame a striking view of the main prep building (mid-19th 
century gothic), which you loop round the corridor to get 
to. Here you are met with yet more stunning interiors, this 
time more traditional >>  >>  you get a panoramic view of 
the sweep of green stretching away down a gentle slope 
towards the grass pitch, idyllically bounded by woods and 
dipping pond much used by all year groups, plus the very 
popular treehouse now complete with slide (‘the children 
begged for one for three whole years!’ says Head). >>

Parents generally delighted with academic running - ‘there 
were some weaker teachers, but they’ve been weeded out 
– I’d say they are all good to very good now,’ said one.  
Maximum class sizes of 20 (occasionally 22), optimum size 
for lively classroom atmosphere, reckons school. >>

Options grow with age and by Year 5, all subjects are 
taught by specialists.  Setting for English and Maths from 
Year 3 and in Science and French from Year 7.  SEN and 
gifted and talented provision overseen by the four-strong 
Learning Enrichment department who use an integration 
model as much as possible; >>

Fab facilities too in the 25-acre estate, including indoor 
swimming pool, Astroturf, yodelling-quality sports hall, hard 
surface tennis courts and two rifle ranges (air and .22) on 
top of scenic sports fields.  Strategy is to seek out challenge, 
everyone representing the school regardless of talent >>

Weekly and flexi plus day boarding options from Year 3 - 
latter can include a full boarding day without the sleepover.  
In reality, it’s only a handful that weekly board; much more 
popular are the one, two or three times a week flexi options 
which parents use for helping prepare their offspring for 
senior school, encouraging greater independence or simply 
because their children ‘want nothing more than to stay over 
at school with their friends, despite us living 10 minutes 
away,’ as one parent put it.  >> 

Rigorous pastoral system subject to routine interrogation, 
with frequent dedicated meetings and an emphasis on staff 
accountability. >> ‘Every child knows every child, so the 
younger ones grow up knowing it will be their job to take 
care of the newer ones later on,’ said one parent.  ‘They 
take their leadership responsibilities, like being Prefect, very 
seriously,’ said another.  
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